
Baalauréat, série S spéialité Session de juin 2011Épreuve de setion européennePrime numbersThe primes have lost nothing of their fasination sine they were �rst investigated well over twothousand years ago. Even Carl Friedrih Gauss, ertainly one of the greatest mathematiians ofall times, was drawn into their orbit. He wanted to know how the prime numbers are distributedamong the integers. Can one say how many primes there are �far out there�?Two fats are lear. First, the prime numbers seem to pop up like mushrooms without anypartiular rule, and seondly, it is lear that the larger the number, the less likely it is to be prime.In 1792, based on his onrete alulations, Gauss onjetured what today is alled the primenumber theorem: the proportion of primes less than a given number N is almost exatly 0.43

kwhere k is the number of digits of N . Gauss was long dead when his onjeture was proved; theprime number theorem, whih was proved in 1896 by Jaques Hadamard, now asserts that for anylarge x, the number of primes less than x is very well approximated by x

ln x
.To appreiate the auray of the approximation we need to look at a few examples. For

x = 100000000 there are 5761455 prime numbers less than x. The quotient di�ers by 332774,whih represents an error of about six perent.Sine then, in the 20th entury, muh-more-re�ned desriptions of the distribution of primenumbers than that onjetured by Gauss, and proved by Hadamard, have appeared. Consideringwhat is meant by �very well approximated� in the above disussion, a more areful analysis revealsthat one an do muh better with more-ompliated losed formulas. For x = 100000000, the bestone is o� by only 754, with an error of about one-hundredth of one perent!From Adapted from Five-minute mathematis, Ehrhard BehrendsQuestions1. How do you understand �prime numbers seem to pop up like mushrooms without any par-tiular rule�?2. How an it be that �the larger the number, the less likely it is to be prime�?3. Using Gauss's onjeture, evaluate the proportion of prime numbers less than 999. Hene�nd an approximate value of the number of primes less than 999.4. Do the same to �nd an approximate value of the number of primes less than 999999, withGauss's formula.5. Take x = 10
k, where k is a natural number, and show that Gauss's onjeture was a verygood approximation of Hadamard's general formula.6. Chek the perentages given in the last two paragraphs of the text for x = 100000000.
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